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by Jo Ferguson

A
quilt is not only a reflection of the 
quilter who makes it, but also of the
time period that quilter lives in.

Quilts, like any art form, are constantly
changing and evolving. The technique of
quilting goes back to Egyptian times.
Traditional quilts, as we know them, made
their first appearance in the late eighteenth
century. The popularity and styles of quilt-
ing have been affected by everything from
the availability of fabric and dyes to the eco-
nomic and social issues of the time. You only
need a basic understanding of quilt history
to recognize how each generation has influ-
enced the way we make quilts.  
What is modern quilting? I looked up the

definition of modern. It states that modern is
“of present and recent times”. Does this
mean that all quilts made today are modern?
In the most general of terms that might be
true. However, in the same way we recognize
a Baltimore album or crazy quilt, the term
“modern quilting” has come to specify a 
particular style of quilt that will be 
recognizable in generations to come. I feel
the following are a few of the influences that
contributed to the development of the 
modern quilting style.
After World War II, women joined the

workforce in unprecedented numbers. This
resulted in a decline in the popularity of
quilting, as well as other handcrafts. It 
wasn’t until the 1970s that quilting began a
resurgence. Quilt artists like Nancy Crow
were redefining our thoughts of what 
quilting was. She moved away from making
traditional blocks and started using 
improvisation and free cutting to make her
quilts. Both of these are hallmarks of modern
quilting.  

The quilters of Gee’s Bend were making
quilts with simple geometric patterns. This
was combined with bold colours, solids and
unusual colour combinations. Their piecing
was improvisational and less structured than
traditional quilts. The influence of the Gee’s
Bend quilts on modern quilting is hard to
miss.
In 1979, Olfa introduced the rotary cutter.

That was just the beginning. There has 
continued to be a constant influx of new
tools and aids. Technology has been used to
create sewing machines that do everything,
but make dinner (we can always hope).
Although it may not help our wallets, these
all help save time and have made the making
of quilts possible in our busy world.
One of the largest influences on the 

modern quilt movement has been the inter-
net. Although modern quilts were starting to
show up in magazines and on book shelves,
it was through social media that they
exploded. Modern quilters were sharing
their quilts online, through Facebook, Flickr

(photo sharing) and blogs (online journals)
all over the world.
The movement became official in October

of 2009 with the founding of the first
Modern QG in Los Angeles. Co-founders
Alissa Haight Carlton and Latifah Saafir 
recognized that they were seeing a new style
of quilts. They also felt that there was a need
to take the thriving online community and
bring these quilters face to face. It didn’t take
long to prove them right.
I’m writing this article in December 2012.

There are currently 186 Modern QGs,
worldwide. The International Quilt Market
and Festival in Houston has held its first
Modern Quilt Showcase. The Modern QG is
having their inaugural conference, QuiltCon,
in Austin, Texas from Feb 21-24, 2013.
Amazing!
There has also been the emergence of a set

of principles that define modern quilting. I’d
like to thank Alissa Haight Carlton for giving
me permission to quote the principles
directly from the Modern QG’s website.

Modern Quilting
Holly Broadland’s
Mondrian style block
using the colours of the
QuiltCon logo.



Modern quilts and quilters:
• Make primarily functional rather than
decorative quilts.                                                              

• Use asymmetry in quilt design.                                                              

• Rely less on repetition and on the 
interaction of quilt block motifs.                                                              

• Contain reinterpreted traditional blocks.                                                              

• Embrace simplicity and minimalism.                                                              

• Utilize alternative block structures or
lack of visible block structure.                                                              

• Incorporate increased use of negative
space.                                                              

• Are inspired by modern art and 
architecture.                                                              

• Frequently use improvisational piecing.                                                              

• Contain bold colours, on trend colour
combinations and graphic prints.                                                              

• Often use gray and white as neutrals.                                                              

• Reflect an increased use of solid fabrics.                                                              

• Focus on finishing quilts on home
sewing machines.
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There are eleven Modern QGs in Canada.
As soon as I saw the website for the

Vancouver guild, I knew I had to share their
story. They are an extremely active and
enthusiastic guild which was founded by
their current president, Holly Broadland.   
Holly discovered modern quilting online.

When she read about the founding of the
first Modern QG in LA, through Alissa
Haight Carlton’s blog, she knew that if one
started in Vancouver, she’d join. When this
didn’t seem to be happening, she took 
matters in her own hands and decided to
“give it a go” and start a guild. Holly started
with an online group in January 2010. She
wanted to see if there was much interest.
There was. The group grew quickly and it
wasn’t long before they all wanted to meet in
person. The first meeting happened in June
2010 with a remarkable 45 quilters 
attending.  
The Vancouver MQG has continued to

thrive. They have about a dozen members
going to QuiltCon in Austin. Several of their
members have quilts entered. I’ll be sure to
update you on how they do. Holly was very
quick to give credit to the members for 
making this happen. “We’ve created a
vibrant, inspirational community with over
50 members. Guild meetings are the high-
light of my month and being a part of the
VMQG has enriched my life. Starting a guild
from scratch is a lot of work, but it’s been a
team effort since our first meeting. I’m lucky
that dedicated volunteers have been willing

to take on a host of jobs
within the guild…I can’t
wait to see what we’ll do
next.”  
Quilters have always

been generous in their
support of charities. The
Modern QG set a challenge
for their members. Quilt
blocks were to be made, based on the
colours of the QuiltCon logo, and forwarded
to MQG Board Member Elizabeth Hartman.
She selected her favourites to make a quilt,
which will be displayed at QuiltCon and 
raffled off to a lucky winner. A block submit-
ted by Holly was chosen for this quilt. I’ve
included a picture of her Mondrian style
block. Dutch painter Piet Mondrian (1872-
1944) was her inspiration (thank heavens
for Google!). Holly let me know that the
remaining blocks were going to be made into
twin-sized quilts for the Austin Children’s
Shelter. Nearly 50 quilts will be made by 
various Modern QGs, all over the world. 
The Vancouver guild will be making one of
these quilts.
I asked Holly to describe modern quilting

in her own words. It was a great response.
“Modern quilting is both an attitude and an
aesthetic. There’s a willingness to take risks,
bend the rules and laugh at yourself in mod-
ern quilting that many people find freeing.
Modern quilts often have a minimalist
design incorporating bold colours, solid 
fabrics, negative space, asymmetry, wonky or

Vancouver Modern QG.

improv piecing. An important aspect of
modern quilting is the online community.
Quilts are shared on blogs and photo sharing
sites like Flickr. It’s amazing how online
friendships can grow between quilters 
separated by great distances!”
Modern quilting has attracted many 

experienced quilters. It has also brought new
members to our quilting community. That is
something to be celebrated.   
I’d like to thank Holly for her quick

responses and patience. She had a knack of
seemingly responding to my emails before I
even sent them. I’d also like to thank the
Guild for sharing their quilts in such 
stunning photos. The group picture was
taken by Laurraine Yuyama, Holly’s block by
Elizabeth Hartman and the remaining 
photos by Heather Campbell.
You will find lots of inspiration on the 

following websites.

themodernquiltguild.com
vancouvermodernquiltguild.ca
nancycrow.com


